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New Digital Europe Programme brings €9.2 billion
investment between 2021-2027
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Example of the ongoing work in AIDA
   

ML-Helio 2019 conference: launch
of the AIDA DST AI Challenge
(Amsterdam 16-20/9)
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Sajjadi, Mehdi SM, Bernhard Scholkopf, and Michael Hirsch. "Enhancenet: Single image
super-resolution through automated texture synthesis." Proceedings of the IEEE
International Conference on Computer Vision. 2017.

Evaluation of a suite of Space AI Applications on different Deep Learning platforms and hardware
Data produced by Simulations of Additional enhanced data from AI models and configurations
space physics
space missions
data

A number of NN
application to space
problems (including
the DST index
prediction above)
have been tested on
different platforms
and hardware

AidaPy
Tool for data
Acquisition

1D, 2D, 3D arrays of binary data.
Examples include direct binary
format, HDF5 and CDF. Starting
from M12 the project will produce
continuously additional data.
Several additional simulations will
be added per year.

1D, 2D, 3D arrays of binary data.
Examples include CDF. Starting
from M18 with a continuous
addition of data. High level data
from European space missions by
M24. This would include lists of
event of scientific interest (e.g.,
CMEs, magnetopause crossings)

1D, 2D, 3D arrays of binary data.
Examples include HDF5 and CDF.
Starting from M18 with a
continuous addition of data. A few
additional AI models, fully trained,
per year.
AI models (Machine and Deep
learning) hyper parameters can be
stored in PMML (Predictive Model
Markup Language) standard and
in Python dictionaries.
      
   
    
 


Mission

Description

MMS

Multi-spacecraft studies of the microphysics of MR, Turb, KHI; wave-particle
interactions, particle heating and acceleration

THEMIS

Multi-spacecraft studies of magnetic sub-storms, particle acceleration, MR, Turb

CLUSTER

Multi-spacecraft studies of MS regions (e.g., polar cusp, MP, MT), bow shock,
Turb, MR, KHI, etc.

SOHO

Solar imaging, CME/flares

SDO

Solar imaging, CME/flares

ACE

SW monitoring at 1AU; energetic particles from the SW and the interplanetary
medium; acceleration processes; SW composition

DSCOVR

SW conditions at 1AU

WIND

SW Turb; coherent structures and intermittent events; particle heating and
acceleration

ULYSSES
VAN ALLEN
(RBSP)

Properties of the Sun at all latitudes; polar wind Turb
PROBES Radiation belt flux enhancement

PROBA-2

Solar images (flares, CMEs) and plasma properties

DOUBLE STAR

Same as CLUSTER

Parker Solar Probe

SW physics between 9-35 Rs (solar radius)

OMNIweb

SW properties at the nose of the bow shock and geomagnetic indices

Digital Ionogram Data Base Large database of ionospheric measurements using ionograms at different
(DIDBase)
locations around the Earth

